
Our company is looking for a business modelling. We appreciate you taking the
time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t
fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for business modelling

To implement the models in derivative warehousing systems
To collaborate with IT developers on the development of functionalities of
the in-house system for exotic products
To perform risk study of derivative portfolios and provide input on risk
management
To work with Group Risk on the validation of models
To contribute to the qualitative risk management derivative portfolios in the
front office
Aid with the development and understanding of enterprise threat scenarios
and potential attack vectors to support organisational risk management at all
levels
Enhance and develop threat modelling processes and methodologies that will
fully test the bank’s resiliency to attacks across businesses, platforms and
applications
Operationalise processes and methodologies to ensure they reflect the reality
of both the threat environment and banking operations
Monitor the cyber threat environment to better predict future dangers to the
enterprise’s business processes and to ensure continued relevancy of threat
scenarios and threat modelling exercises
Give direct intelligence and modelling support to specific organisational
projects and operations and ensure that key stakeholders receive support to
enable successful project outcomes
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Previous experience of working in one of our focus industry sectors
Highly skilled near qualified/qualified Actuary with at least 5+ years'
experience working in the life insurance industry
Ability to forge strong relationships, with excellent facilitation, elicitation and
conflict management skills
Excellent organisational and analytical skills with attention to detail – able to
quickly absorb details on business structure, product features and model
requirements, and to own the production of clear business and functional
specifications
Good knowledge of actuarial reserving practices and theory in the
reinsurance / life insurance industry
Excellent communication, both written and verbal, with an ability to work
with stakeholders spread over several locations


